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Foreword 
 
It is a great pleasure to write the foreword to this the Second Annual Review 
of the Disposable Incomes of Families on Low and Modest Incomes Living 
Together and Apart. Like the First Annual Review, its successor demonstrates 
that current fiscal policy is creating an incentive for couples with children on 
low to modest incomes to live apart even after taking account of the added 
costs of running two homes. Indeed tragically the situation appears to have 
deteriorated over the last twelve months and – thanks to recent Government 
commitments – will become significantly worse in some contexts in the years 
to come unless the Treasury has a change of heart. This research has far 
reaching policy implications. 
 
In the first instance, to the extent that it is well known that financial pressures 
put relationships under great strain and inform relationship breakdown, it is 
inconceivable that the very significant costs of living together that result 
directly from the current fiscal environment do not at times constitute a 
significant factor in the decision to split up. In the second and more important 
instance, however, the current fiscal environment has significant negative 
implications for decisions about family formation. Couples who do not live 
together and want to come together in order to start a family will be more 
likely to have children whilst maintaining separate addresses and single 
parents with children who want to re-partner are very much less likely to do so 
unless their new partner is particularly well-off. 
 
The presence of a clear and growing fiscal incentive for couples with children 
on low to modest incomes to live apart is profoundly concerning. There is no 
doubt that it is in the best interests of children to grow up with both their 
mother and father living with them at the same address. This has even now 
been accepted by think tanks that are close to the Government. For instance 
the IPPR recently stated: “Much recent US research reports a consistent 
overarching finding that children who grow up in an ‘intact, two-parent family’ 
with both biological parents do better on a wide range of outcomes than 
children who grow up in a single-parent family. While this research may be 
instinctively difficult for those on the Left to accept, the British evidence seems 
to support it.”1 The IPPR went on to argue, however, that the structural 
changes impacting family life are pervasive and beyond the enlightened 
control of any government. They also expressed concerns that any effort to 
remove the perverse fiscal incentives would penalise single parent families. 
Neither of these concerns, however, actually makes addressing the couple 
penalty any less urgent. 
 
Whilst it is absolutely right to assert that family breakdown results from 
numerous factors, many of which the government cannot control, there can be 
no doubt that current fiscal policy is making stable family life more difficult. No 
one is suggesting that if the unhelpful fiscal incentives are removed British 
families will automatically become more stable, but it will remove some of the 

                                                 
1 Julia Margo and Mike Dixon with Nick Pearce and Howard Reed Freedom’s Orphans: 
Raising Youth in a Changing World, IPPR Report, November 2006. 
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pressure. Reducing the couple penalty is as much in the interests of single 
parents as it is couples. Reducing the couple penalty would not result in single 
parents receiving any less benefit.2 Indeed the removal of the couple penalty 
will help single parents giving them a real opportunity to re-partner without 
being punished by government fiscal policy. 
 
I hope that this important piece of research will be read widely and contribute 
to the development of a more enlightened, family friendly fiscal regime. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nola Leach, Chief Executive, CARE 

                                                 
2 For more information about this please see Draper and Beighton, Supporting Marriage and 
Encouraging Couples to Come Together: Tax and Tax Credit Options, London, CARE, July 
2007. 
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s Compared 2006/07, Revised March 2007, CARE 2007. 
fer from those in para. 2 as, apart from council tax, housing costs are not 
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e Lord Adonis House of Lords Hansard 24 July 2006 Col WA 222. 
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child support arrangements and partnership dissolution.6 This finding is 
consistent with the findings of published American work by Marah A. Curtis on 
the link between housing subsidies and family choices.7 In a study of single 
motherhood in the European Community, using data from eight waves of the 
European Community Household Panel (1994-2001), Libertad Gonzalez 
found that benefit levels did have a small but significant effect on the 
prevalence of single motherhood.8 It was noted that “the UK is both the 
country with the highest incidence of single motherhood and one of the 
“highest in terms of benefit levels in 2001.” 
 
8. Economic theory would lead us to expect that decisions to break-up 
would be influenced by financial considerations.  However, the key issue may 
not be one of family breakdown but of family formation. The more fragile the 
relationship, the more likely it is that tax credits and benefits are having an 
effect.  
 
9. The Office of National Statistics (ONS) has said that there is evidence 
that 1.2 million couples are living-apart together (non-residential 
cohabitation).9 There is anecdotal evidence that couples are making this 
choice for tax credit and benefit reasons. The Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) 
has drawn attention to the fiscal advantages couples living apart have under 
the existing system and has pointed out that the Government appear to be 
paying tax credits to 200,000 more lone parents than live in the UK.10 The 
latest official statistics suggest that this number may now have risen to 
300.000. HM Revenue and Customs say that they are paying tax credits to 
2.1 million lone parents.11 The latest Office of National Statistics (ONS) 
estimate for the number of lone parents with dependent children is 1.8 
million.12   
 
10. In research for the “New East End”, Geoff Dench found that even 
married couples were choosing to live apart to maximise their benefits.13  
 
11. That there are significant numbers of couples who are living in 
relationships which fall short of marriage or cohabitation would seem to be 
confirmed by an analysis of the Millennium Cohort Study data. Data was 
obtained from 15,119 families of babies born between September 2000 and 
January 2002. Of these families 4,629 (30%) were “unmarried couples” and 
957 of those (20%) are described as “closely involved” but not cohabiting. 

                                                 
6 Ian Walker and Yu Zhu, ‘Child Support and Partnership Dissolution,’ 
Economic Journal, Vol. 116, No. 510, pp. C93-C109, March 2006.  
7 ‘Housing Polices and Unmarried Mothers Living Arrangements,’ Centre for Research on 
Child Wellbeing Working Paper, 2006 17-FF 
8 IZA -Institute for the Study of Labor, Bonn- Discussion paper 2026, March 2006. 
9 Haskey Population Trends Winter 2005. The author defines this as a situation in which “two 
partners regard themselves as a couple but each maintains their own household or lives in a 
different home.” 
10 IFS Press Release, 12 March 2006.  
11 Child and Working Tax Credit Statistics, HMRC, December 2007.  
12 ONS Focus on Families 2007 Edition, Table 1.4. 
13 Dench G., The New East End: Kinship Race and Conflict, The Young Foundation 2006. 
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Three-hundred other couples described themselves as “just friends.”14 The 
latest ONS estimate for the number of cohabiting families with dependent 
children is 814,939.15 
 
12. It is important therefore to understand the extent to which the tax and 
benefit system may be advantaging or disadvantaging particular family 
structures. This paper seeks to quantify these advantages and disadvantages. 
When tax credits were first launched it was said that support should be on the 
basis of need and not family structure.16 If, as seems to be the case, tax 
credits and benefits are negatively impacting family structure, this will have 
important policy implications – not least for reducing child poverty. Breaking 
the cycle of poverty by encouraging the formation and maintenance of stable 
families would make a major contribution to reducing long-term poverty and, 
of equal importance, improve outcomes for children.  Many social problems 
seem to have their roots in unstable family structures.17 The question policy 
makers need to ask is whether tax credits and benefits are leading to unstable 
families and thus increasing child poverty. 

                                                 
14 Harry Benson, ‘The conflation of marriage and cohabitation,’ Bristol Community Trust, 
Table 1. 
15 ONS, Family Focus, 2007 Table 1.3. 
16 Chancellor 1998 Budget Statement subsequently repeated by other Ministers. 
17 For example see: Amato, P., Tension Between Institutional and Individual Views of 
Marriage. Journal of Marriage and the Family, 66, November 2004: 959-965;  Benson, H., 
The conflation of marriage and cohabitation in government statistics – a denial of difference 
rendered untenable by an analysis of outcomes, 2006; Amato, P., The consequences of 
divorce for adults and children. Journal of Marriage and Family, 62, 2000 and Carlson, Family 
structure, father involvement, and adolescent behaviour outcomes. Journal of Marriage and 
Family, 2006 68; O’Neill, R., Experiments in Living: The Fatherless Family, 2002.  
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     Families Modelled  
 
13. Ninety-eight couple families were selected for modelling. This is the 
same number as last year. The only material change has been an up-rating of 
incomes to take account of the growth in earnings as recorded in the Annual 
Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE).  
 
14. In each case the couple’s disposable income after housing costs has 
been calculated using the Department of Work and Pensions’ (DWP) Tax 
Benefit Model Tables June 2007 edition. Housing costs were taken to be 
those used in the model tables, i.e. rent and council tax.  Utility costs are not 
taken into account. The families modelled are not actual families and the 
families selected are not a statistical representation of any sector of society. 
The average figures quoted in this paper only give a broad indication of the 
“bias” in the system. Further work would be required if it were desired to have 
figures for particular family cohorts, for example families with equivalised 
incomes below 60% median. 
 
15. It is thought that the families selected do nevertheless represent a fair 
cross-section of families on average incomes and below including those who 
depend entirely on income support. The make-up of the sample families is set 
out in Table 1 below. 
 

Table 1 
Types of families 

 
Family type Number 

Unemployed couples with one child 2 
One earner couples with one child 12 
One earner couples with two children 13 
Unemployed couples with two 
children 

2 

Two-earner couples with one child 33 
Two earner couples with two children 36 

 
16. A variety of housing situations were selected. The make-up of the 
sample by tenure is set out in Table 2 below. 
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Table 2 
Housing types 

 
 

Social housing 40 
Private rented 35 
Owner occupier with mortgage 23 

 
 
17. Incomes selected are based on the 2007 figures for median earnings.18 
In April 2007 full-time male median earnings were (£498) per-week, female 
(£394) per week and part-time female (£145) per-week.  Accordingly one 
earner families were modelled with earnings of £500, £375 and £250, i.e. 
incomes which approximate to male full time, three-quarter and half average 
earnings. Two earner families were assumed to have a second earner earning 
£88 per week (i.e. 16 hours at the £5.52 minimum wage), £145 per week and 
£400 per week. Table 3 below shows the breakdown by family income.19 
 

Table 3 
Family Incomes 

 
Incomes Numbers 

Income support only 4 
One  earner £250 per week 7 
One earner £375 per week 9 
One earner £500 per week 9 
Two earner £250 and £89 per week 12 
Two earner £250 and £145 per week 12 
Two earner £375 and £89 per week 12 
Two earner £375 and £145 per week 12 
Two earner £500 and £89 per week 6 
Two earner £500 and £145 per week 3 
Two earner £500 and £400 per week 12 

 
 
18. The benefits taken into account were child benefit, housing benefit, 
council tax benefit and two of the passported benefits (welfare foods and 
school meals). Examples were worked both with and without child care costs. 
Child care costs were assumed to be the same as in 2006/07. Table 4 below 
shows the breakdown of the sample by reference to child care costs. 
 

                                                 
18 ASHE Table 1.1.a The 2007 figures are Full time male {£504), full-time female (£400) and 
part-time female (£144). 
19 For the 2006/07 survey the incomes selected for one earner families were £480, £360 and 
£240. Two earner families were assumed to have second earner earnings of £86, £134 and 
£370 per week. 
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Table 4 
Child Care Arrangements 

 
Arrangements Number 
None 61 
£60 per week 29 
£120 per week 8 

 
One earner couples were assumed not to have any child care costs. 
  
19.  Disposable incomes were calculated in three different ways: 
 

• The couple lived together either as a married couple or 
cohabiting as husband and wife with the result that they were 
treated as a couple for tax credit and benefit purposes.   

• The couple lived apart and no maintenance payments were 
made  

• The couple lived apart, maintenance payments were made and 
current tax credit and benefit rules applied. 

 
For the maintenance payments examples it was assumed that non-resident 
fathers were making payments approximating to those that would have been 
awarded by the Child Support Agency, i.e. in the case of a non-resident 
parent with a net weekly income of £200 or more 15% for one child and 20% 
for two children. 
 
20. Rents paid were assumed to be those used in the Model Tables for 
couples and lone-parents. In the case of the non-resident parent the rents 
used in the tables were for single persons without dependents. It is assumed 
that on a split the parent-with-care (PWC) remains in the “matrimonial home” 
on the same terms as before. The tables do not give figures for owner 
occupiers and assumptions have had to be made about the mortgage interest 
which owner occupier couples might be paying – these assumptions may be 
wide of the mark in some cases and the figures for owner occupier couples 
should be taken with considerable caution. 
 
21. The DWP tables assume that weekly rents are: 
 

Single in social housing     £  51.04 
Single in private rented accommodation   £117.50 
Lone parent one child in social housing   £  56.63 
Lone parent one child in private rented    £139.00 
accommodation 
Married couple with one child in    £  56.63 
social housing 
Married couple with one child in    £139.00 
private rented accommodation 
Lone parent two children in social housing  £  62.95 
Lone parent two children in    £173.30 
private rented accommodation 
Married couple with two children in   £  62.95 
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    Results 

social housing 
Married couple with two children in   £173.30 
private rented accommodation 

 
 
 
 
Benefit to couples and cost to Treasury of living apart 
 
22. For many of the 98 couples there is potentially a significant benefit from 
living apart and for the Treasury a substantial cost. For the 98 families, the 
mean annual cost to each family in lost tax credits and benefits (net of the 
saving in council tax) of living together is £7,669 if there are no maintenance 
payments and £6,584 if maintenance payments are made. The corresponding 
2006/07 figures were £6,954 and £5,914. It appears therefore that the cost to 
the Treasury of couples living apart has risen by 10% on a no maintenance 
basis and by over 11% on a maintenance paid basis. 
 
23. There is considerable variation. On a non-maintenance basis the 
lowest annual cost of living together where both tax credits apply is £189. This 
is the figure for two earner couples with one child and with incomes of £500 
and £400 per week who live either in owner-occupied accommodation or 
social housing and have no child care costs (examples 45 and 46). The 
highest cost of living together occurs in a two-earner family where the main 
earner earns £500 per week and the second earner earns £89 per week, the 
couple live in private rented accommodation and pay child care costs of £60 
per week (Example 74). If this couple live apart they gain an additional 
£16,486. The couple’s net disposable income living together is £285 per week 
(£14,820 p.a.). Living-apart increases this family’s disposable income by more 
than 60%.   
 
24. If the concern is the effect on family formation rather than on family 
breakdown, perhaps the more interesting examples are the single earner 
examples where the earner has a relatively low income and the PWC is 
relying on income support. For example, a couple where a non-resident father 
earns £250 per week and a mother is on income support could lose over 
£7,000 a year in credits and benefits if the father moved in with the mother 
(Examples 7 and 9). 
 
25. Figures for all 98 couples are in Appendix A.  
 
Housing costs 
 
26. If housing costs are disregarded there is a very substantial advantage 
for all 98 couples to live apart. Whether the fiscal advantage of living apart 
converts into an actual advantage depends on the extra housing costs of 
living apart. When these are taken into account, the advantage is less but 75 
of the 98 couples are still better-off living apart. Put another way there is a 
monetary cost if a couple with children who are already living apart want to 
marry or even live together. For these 75 couples the mean disadvantage of 
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living together is £67 per week20 – £3,522 per year. Table 5 below shows the 
number of couples better-off living apart under the three regimes examined.  
 

Table 5 
Number of couples better off living apart 

 
 No 

Maintenance 
Payment 

Maintenance 
Payments 

Current law 
Numbers 
Better off 

75 65 

Numbers 
Worse off 

23 
 

33 

 
Table 6 below shows the average amounts by which these families were 
better-off living apart. 
 
 
 
 

Table 6 
Average weekly amount better-off 

 
 No Maintenance 

Payment 
Maintenance 

Payments 
Current law 

Better-off families 67.740 47.94 
All families 41.85 20.88 

 
 
 
Housing arrangements 
 
27. There are a number of factors which affect whether a couple will be 
better-off living apart. One of these is housing. Table 7 (below) shows the 
average financial advantage of living apart for all 98 couples and the separate 
figures for different types of housing. 

 

                                                 
20 In 2006/7 73 couples were better off living apart, on average by £59,64 per week. 
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Table 7 
Amount by which couples are better-off (after housing costs)  

living apart 
(all 98 couples weekly figures) 

 
 

Couple Housing  No Maintenance 
Payment 

Maintenance 
Payments 

Current law 
All  couples £41.85 £20.88 

Social housing £29.90 £9.57 
Private rental £72.99 £48.36 

Owner occupied 
with mortgage 

-£7.33 -£14.61 

 
 
 

Couples who have the most to gain from staying apart or separating are those 
where the couple or the PWC are living in private rented accommodation. If 
the couple live in owner-occupied accommodation, in most cases there 
appears to be no financial advantage in living apart. Owner-occupiers on 
income support will be given a measure of help with mortgage costs - owner 
occupiers in work receive no help with their mortgage payments. Those in 
private rented accommodation are likely to receive substantial help with the 
rent through housing benefit. 
 
28. The DWP provide information about the composition of low income 
groups of children by tenure.21 The figures for 2005/06 (latest available) for 
households with incomes below 70% of median income are set out in Table 8 
below. 

                                                 
21 Table 4.4 HBAI 2005/06. 
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Table 8 
Children in households below 70% of median equivalised income 

(after housing costs) 
 

 Percentage 
children 

Numbers 
(million) 

All children 
Percentage 

All children 
numbers 
(million) 

Local 
authority 

24 1.2 13 1.7 

Housing 
association 

17 0.8 9 1.2 

Private 
rented 

14 0.7 9 1.2 

Owned with 
mortgage 

36 1.8 59 7.6 

Owned 
outright 

8 0.4 10 1.3 

Other 1 0.1 1 0.1 
All types 100 4.9 100 12.9 

 
 

The figures for households below 50% median are set out in Table 9 below. 
These may be more relevant to the more fragile families with the lowest 
incomes. 
 

 
Table 9 

Children in households below 50% of median equivalised income 
(after housing costs) 

 
 
  

Percentage of  children 
 

Numbers 
(million) 

Local authority 24 0.6 
Housing association 18 0.4 
Private rented 16 0.4 
Owned with mortgage 35 0.9 
Owned outright 7 0.2 
Other 0 0 
All types 100 2.5 
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Types of family 
 
29. There is also a marked difference between different types of 
household. Table 10 splits the figures between single-earner couples and two-
earner couples and Table 11 provides a more detailed breakdown by 
reference to numbers. 
 
 

Table 10 
Average amount better-off living apart by type of income 

 
 No maintenance 

Payment 
Maintenance 
payments22

Current law 
Income Support 

only 
£25.50 24.69 

One earners £91.84 49.65 
Two earners £24.69 10.24 

 
 

Table 11 
Number of couple better-of living apart by type of income 

 
 All 

Families 
No 

maintenance 
payment 

 
(number 

better-off) 

Maintenance 
payments 

Current law 
 

(number 
better-off) 

Income 
Support only 

4 4 4 

One earners 25 25 22 
Two earners 69 46 39 

All 98 75 65 
 

30. It will be seen that if there are no maintenance payments all the one-
earner couples were better-off living apart and two-thirds of the two-earner 
couples were better-off living apart. These numbers come down if 
maintenance payments are made. Three of the one-earner couples would be 
worse-off living apart although in two cases only by a very small amount. On a 
maintenance payment basis just over half of the two-earner couples are 
better-off living apart. 
 
31. Of the 98 families sampled 75 families were better-off living apart. This 
is an increase of 4 over 2006/07. The amounts by which these families are 
better-off living apart have also increased. In 2006/07 on a no maintenance 

                                                 
22 It is understood that it is unlikely that maintenance would be paid if both parents are on 
income support. 
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basis the average was £62.89. In 2007/08 the average was £67.74 On a 
maintenance basis the figures are £45.19 and £47.94. 
 
32. The average cost of living together in 2007/08 for single-child, single-
earner couples is now £91.84 per week after housing costs are taken into 
account. In 2006/07 it was £85 per week. The cost for the couple in Example 
8 (single earner couple on £240 p.w. one child aged 2, PWC paying rent of 
£139 p.w. and the NRP paying rent of £51 pw) is £67.12.  
 
33. A breakdown of the figures by amounts of income is in Table 12 and by 
numbers is in Table 13 below.  
 

Table 12 
Average amount better-of living apart by couple income 

 
 No maintenance 

Payment 
Maintenance 

payments 
Current law 

Income Support 
only 

£25.50 24.69 

One earner £250 
pw 

£44.33 20.06  

One earner £375 
pw 

£83.07 42.18 

One earner £500 
pw 

£137.56 80.12 

Two earners 
£250+£89pw  

£18.92 5.73 

Two earners 
£250+£145w 

£11.52 4.70 

Two earners 
£375+£89pw 

£42.24 23.72 

Two earners 
£375+£145  pw 

£35.82 24.87 

Two earners 
£500+£89 

£91.46 62.88 

Two earners 
£500+£145 pw 

£101.79 75.80 

Two earners 
£500+£400 pw 

-£75.47 -76.96 
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Table 13 

Number of couples better-off living apart by couple income 
 

 Total  
All families 

No maintenance 
Payment 

Maintenance 
payments 

Current law 
Income Support 

only 
4 4 4 

One  earner £250 
pw 

7 7 7 

One earner 
£375pw 

9 9 6 

One earner £500 
pw 

9 9 9 

Two earner 
£250+£89 pw  

12 7 6 

Two earner 
£250+£145 pw 

12 6 6 

Two earners 
£375+£89pw 

12 10 6 

Two earners 
£375+£145pw 

12 10 9 

Two earners 
£500+£89 

6 6 6 

Two earners 
£500+£145 pw 

3 3 3 

Two earners 
£500+£400 pw 

6 4 3 

Total better off 98 75 65 
 

Figures for all 98 couples are in Appendix B 
 
 

    Maintenance Payments 
 
 
 
34. Under current law maintenance payments reduce the advantage of 
living apart. Although they do not reduce the recipient’s tax credits (they do 
not count as income for taper purposes) they do reduce out-of-work and in-
work benefits. The Government has announced changes to the way in which 
maintenance payments are treated for benefit purposes.23 The current system 
allows some parents-with-care on benefits to keep the first £10 a week of any 
maintenance paid. After this, their benefit is reduced pound-for-pound. This 
‘disregard’ will be doubled in 2008 to £20 a week and extended to all parents-
with-care and on benefits. The disregard will further increase to £40 a week 
from April 2010. From next year the Government will also ignore all 

                                                 
23  DWP Press Release, 9 October 2007. 
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maintenance payments when calculating Housing Benefit and Council Tax 
Benefit (the current disregard is £15 a week. These changes will increase the 
financial advantages a couple would have in living apart. It would make it 
more difficult for a couple living apart, who have a child, to marry or officially 
cohabit. This must be a concern.  
 

      Conclusion 

35. The latest Family Resources Survey suggests that 22% of single 
parents receive maintenance payments. The amounts vary but for almost half 
of these parents the amounts received each week exceed £50. For 13% the 
amount received is in excess of £100 per week. 24 For these families the way 
in which maintenance payments are treated for tax credit and benefit 
purposes changes the economics of living-together or living-apart. When the 
new rules have taken effect, more couples will find that there is an economic 
advantage in living-apart.  
 
 
 
 
 
36. A number of points seem to emerge: 
 

• Most couples lose significant amounts of tax credits and benefits 
if they live together. 

 
• Where couples do live-apart there is a significant Treasury cost. 

 
• When housing costs are taken into account the financial 

disadvantage of living together is less. For 25% of the families 
modelled there is no financial disadvantage but for 75% of the 
families the disadvantage remains (66% if maintenance paid).  

 
• The biggest losers from living together are one-earner couples 

where the PWC would receive income support when living on 
her/his own. 

 
• Although in general two-earner couples do not gain significantly 

by splitting-up, there appears to be a significant advantage for 
higher income two-earners, i.e. couples where the main earner’s 
income is £500 pw and the second earner has significant but not 
too much income – in the examples £145 pw or £375 pw. The 
reason for this will be that if they live together their joint incomes 
take them out of the range of most tax credits and benefits, but if 
they live apart the second earner’s income will be sufficiently low 
to attract most of the credits and benefits. 

 
• The type of families most likely to have a significant advantage 

in staying apart or living apart are those in private rented 

                                                 
24  DWP, Family Resources Survey, Table 3.27. It is understood that these figures include 
payments received by recipients of out-of-work benefits.  
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accommodation, one-earner couples, two-earner couples with 
modest but relatively high joint incomes and couples on income 
support.  

 
• Couples with no or very little advantage in living apart appear to 

be couples who are owner-occupiers and two-earner couples 
with relatively low incomes. 

 
• The financial advantage of living apart (and hence the cost to 

the Treasury) has increased in the last 12 months: the changes 
being planned to the way in which maintenance payments are 
taken into account for benefit purposes will add further to that 
advantage. 

 
 
37. Although it is by no means the case that all couples would benefit 
financially from staying apart or living-apart, it is clear that many would gain 
financially. For many low income families the gain would be very significant 
and it is difficult to believe that this is not having some effect on family 
relationships. Economic theory would suggest that a financial advantage 
would have an effect and, in the absence of unequivocal empirical evidence to 
the contrary, there is a strong case for arguing that tax credits and benefit 
policy should be based on the assumption that any bias will have an effect on 
family structures and children’s outcomes. 
 
 
Don Draper 
February 2008 and May 2008. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact: Dr Dan Boucher 
Director of Parliamentary Affairs. CARE 
53 Romney Street, London  SW1P 3RF 
t: 44 (0) 20 72274738 
f: 44 (0) 72330983 
m: 44 (0)7768165543 
w: www.care.org.uk
dan.boucher@care.org.uk
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Appendix A 
 

COST TO THE TREASURY OF FAMILY BREAK-UP / 
LIVING APART 

  

    
Annual review 2007/08    
    
 no 

maintenance  
 maintenance 

paid 
Unemployed one child    
    
Example 4: Unemployed couple with one child aged 2 
in 

-1745  -1745 

social housing; After break-up man moves into rented 
accommodation paying rent of £51 pw  

   

    
Example 5: Unemployed couple with one child aged 2 
in 

-5201  -5201 

social housing; After break-up man moves into rented 
accommodation paying rent of £117 pw  

   

    
SINGLE EARNER EXAMPLES    
One Child Families    
    
Example 6: Single earner couple on £250 pw gross with 
one child aged 2  

-5326  -6294 

Couple & LP rent £56.63  NRP rent  £51.04 pw    
    
Example 7: Single earner couple on £250 pw gross with 
one child aged 2  

-7180  -6140 

Couple & LP rent £56.63  and NRP rent £117.50 pw    
    
Example 8: Single earner couple on £250 pw gross with 
one child aged 2  

-6144  -5104 

Couple & LP rent £139.00 and £51.04 pw    
    
Example 9: Single earner couple on £250 pw gross with 
one child aged 2  

-7990  -4915 

Couple & LP rent £139.00 and NRP £117.50 pw    
    
Example 10: Single earner couple on £375 pw gross 
with one child aged 2  

-7739  -6075 

Couple & LP rent £56.63 and NRP £51.04 pw    
    
Example 11: Single earner couple on £375 pw gross  
with one child aged 2 

-7739  -6075 

Couple & LP rent £56.63 and NRP rent £117.50 pw    
    
Example 12: Single earner couple on £375 pw gross 
with one child aged 2  

-8700  -7036 

Couple & LP rent £139 and NRP rent £51pw    
    
Example 13: Single earner couple on £375 pw gross 
with one child aged 2  

-9817  -8153 

Couple rent £139 and NRP rent £117.50 pw    
    
Example 14: Single earner couple on £500 pw gross -9164  -6876 
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with one children aged 2  
Couple & LP rent £56.63 and NRP rent £51.04    
    
Example 15: Single earner couple on £500 pw gross 
with one children aged 2  

-7167  -5644 

Couple & LP rent £56.63 and NRP rent £117.50    
    
Example 16: Single earner couple on £500 pw gross 
with one child aged 2  

-12683  -10395 

Couple & LP rent £139 and £51.04 pw    
    
Example 17: Single earner couple on £500 pw gross 
with one child aged 2  

-12683  -10395 

Couple & LP rent £139 NRP rent £117.50 pw    
    
Two child families     
Unemployed    
    
Example 18: Unemployed couple with two children 
aged 2 and 4, in social housing 

-3980  -3980 

Couple rent £62.95 after break-up man moves into 
rented accommodation paying rent of £51.04 pw  

   

    
Example 19: Unemployed couple with two children -7436  -7267 
social housing, after break-up man moves into rented 
accommodation paying rent of £117.50pw  

   

    
single earners two children    
    
Example 20: Single earner couple on £250 pw gross 
with two children aged 2 and 4 

-5908  -4348 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw NRP £ 51.04 pw    
    
Example 21: Single earner family on £250 pw gross 
with two children aged 2 and 4 

-7754  -5903 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw NRP £117.50 pw    
    
Example 22: Single earner family on £250 pw gross 
with two children aged 2 and 4 

-8380  -4974 

Couple and LP rent  £173.30 pw NRP £117.50 pw    
    
Example 23: One earner family on £375 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-7602  -5106 

Mortgage costs £70 per week NRP rent £117.50    
    
Example 24: One earner family on £375 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-8166  -5961 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw NRP rent £51.04    
    
Example 25: One earner family on £375 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-8457  -5961 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw NRP rent £117.50    
    
Example 26: One earner family on £375 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-10207  -7711 

Couple & LP rent £173,30 pw NRP rent £51.04    
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Example 27: One earner family on £375 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-10207  -7711 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw NRP rent £117.50    
    
Example 28: One earner family on £500 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-12423  -8908 

mortgage costs £140 pw and NRP rent £117.50    
    
Example 29: One earner family on £500 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-10570  -7494 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw NRP rent £51.04 pw    
    
Example 30: One earner family on £500 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-10861  -7785 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw NRP rent £117.50    
    
Example 31: One earner family on £500 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-13878  -10802 

Couple  £173.30 pw NRP rent £51.04 pw    
    
Example 32: One earner family on £500 pw gross with 
two children aged 2 and 4 

-13878  -10802 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw NRP rent £117.50 pw    
    
Total    
Mean    
TWO EARNER FAMILIES    
one child aged 2    
Example 33: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-3738  -3738 

Mortgage costs £70 per week: no child care costs, NRP 
rent £117.50 pw 

   

    
Example 34: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-3738  -3738 

Couple & LP rent £56.6 pw, NRP rent £117.50 no child 
care costs 

   

    
Example 35: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with one two child aged 2  

-8102  -7595 

Couple rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 no child care 
costs 

   

    
Example 36 : Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-3738  -3738 

mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £60 

   

    
Example37: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-4233  -3738 

Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and 
child care costs £60 

   

    
Example 38: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-10372  -9855 

Couple & LP rent  £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and 
child care costs £60 
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Example 39: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-4014  -4014 

Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and no child 
care costs 

   

    
Example 40: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-4014  -4014 

Couple rent £56.63 pw,  NRP rent £117.50 and no child 
care costs 

   

    
Example 41: Two earner family on £375and £145 pw 
gross one child aged 2  

-8378  -7533 

Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP pays £117.50 rent pw 
no child care costs 

   

    
Example 42: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-6143  -6143 

Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £60 

   

    
Example 43: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-6648  -6143 

Couple  £56.63 pw,  NRP rent £117.50 pw and child 
care costs £60 

   

    
Example 44: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with one child agent 4 

-10921  -10076 

Couple rent £139 pw, NRP pays £117.50  rent: child 
care costs £60 

   

    
Example 45: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

189  189 

mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP pays £117.50 rent and 
no child care costs 

   

    
Example 46: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

189  189 

Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 with no 
child care costs 

   

    
Example 47: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-1132  189 

Couple pays rent £139, NRP rent  £117.50    
    
Example 48: Two earner family on £500 and £89 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-7685  -7366 

Mortgage costs £140 per week: NRP rent £117.50 and 
child care costs £60 

   

    
Example 49: Two earner family on £500 and £89 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-9183  -7478 

Couple rent £56.63, NRP rent £117.50 pw and child 
care costs £60 

   

    
Example 50: Two earner family on £500 and £89 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-13466  -11761 

Couple & LP rent £139, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £60 
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Example 51: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-4776  -4776 

Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £120 

   

    
Example 52: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-4776  -4776 

Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and 
child care costs £120 

   

    
Example 53: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with one child aged 2  

-6925  -5540 

Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and 
child care costs £120 

   

Total    
Mean    
    
Two child families    
    
Example 54: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-3858  -3858 

Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and no child 
care costs NRP rent £103.1 

   

    
Example 55: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross two children aged 2 and 4 

-2800  -2800 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.5 and no 
child care costs 

   

    
Example 56: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-10005  -9160 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

   

    
Example 57: Two earner family on £250 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-4778  -4778 

Mortgage costs £70 per week, NRP rent £117.50 and 
child care costs £60 

   

    
Example 58: Two earner family on £250 and £145  pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-5601  -4778 

rent £62.65 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and child care costs 
£60 

   

    
Example 59: Two earner family on £250 and £145  pw 
gross two children aged 2 and 4 

-11340  -10495 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent £117.5 and 
child care costs £60 

   

    
Example 60: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross two children aged 2 and 4 

-5972  -5972 

Mortgage costs £70 per week, NRP rent £117.5 and no 
child care costs 

   

    
Example 61: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-5972  -5972 

rent £62.95 pw: NRP rent £117.50 and no child care 
costs 
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Example 62: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-12119  -10665 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and 
no child care costs 

   

    
Example 63: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-6263  -6263 

Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £60 

   

    
Example 64: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-7086  -6263 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and 
child care costs £60 

   

    
Example 65: Two earner family on £375 and £145 pw 
gross two children aged 2 and 4 

-12824  -11405 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and 
child care costs £60 

   

    
Example 66: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-1769  -1769 

Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and no 
child care costs 

   

    
Example 67: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-1769  -1769 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and no 
child care costs 

   

    
Example 68: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-4873  -2845 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent £117.50 and 
no child care costs 

   

    
Example 69: Two earner family on £500 and £400 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-6733  -6733 

Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.5 and child 
care costs £120 

   

    
Example 70: Two earner family on £500 pw and £400 
pw gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-6733  -6733 

Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP pays £17.50 rent: 
child care costs £120 

   

    
Example 71: Two earner family on £500 pw and £400 
pw gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-10667  -8639 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP pays £117.5 rent 
and child care costs £120 

   

    
Example 72: Two earner family on £500 pw and £89 pw 
gross two children aged 2 and 4 

-8903  -8459 

Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP pays rent £117.50 and 
child care costs £60 

   

    
Example 73: Two earner family on £500 pw and £89 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-10730  -8459 

Couple & LP rent £62.95, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £60 
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Example 74: Two earner family on £500 and £89 pw 
gross two children aged 2 and 4 

-16468  -13996 

Couple & LP rent £173.30, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £60 

   

    
Example 75: Two earner family on £500 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-8927  -8665 

Mortgage costs £140, NRP rent £117.50 and child care 
costs £120 

   

    
Example 76: Two earner family on £500 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-10165  -8665 

Couple & LP rent £62.95, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £120 

   

    
Example 77: Two earner family on £500 and £145 pw 
gross with two children aged 2 and 4 

-15903  -13613 

Couple & LP rent £173.30, NRP rent £117.50 and child 
care costs £120 
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Appendix B 

 
Cost / Benefit of living together or 
living apart 

   

2007/08     
  Positive figures mean couple better off 

separated; Negative means couple worse 
off 

Family constitution  Net 
income  

cost/benefit cost/benefit 

  as couple   
   nn 

maintenance 
maintenance 
paid 

Unemployed with one child    
     
Social housing, after break-up man moves into rented  
accommodation paying rent of £51 pw  

 

  159.48 25.5 25.5 
     
Social housing, after break-up man moves into rented  
accommodation paying rent of £117 pw  

 

  159.48 25.5 25.5 
     
SINGLE EARNER EXAMPLES    
One child families    
     

Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent  
£51.04pw 

216.31 51.39 31.33 

     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw and NRP rent 
£117.50-pw 

216.31 20.57 00.57 

     
Couple & LP rent £139.00 pw, and £51.04 pw 200.72 67.12 47.12 
     
Couple & LP rent £139.00 pw, and NRP 117.50 
pw 

200.72 36.16 16.16 

     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, and NRP £51.04 
pw 

253.81 97.78 65.78 

     
Couple and LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw 

253.81 31.32 -0.68 

     
Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP rent £51 pw 213.84 137.75 105.75 
     
Couple rent £139 pw NRP rent £117.50 pw 213.84 71.29 39.29 
     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £51.04 
pw 

324.85 110.49 66.49 

     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw 

324.85 44.03 0.03 
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Couple & LP rent  £139 pw and £51.04 pw 223.04 212.3 143.74 
     
Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw 

242.48 135.44 82.40 

     
Two child families    
Unemployed    
  209.73 25.5 25.5 
NB: Maintenance would normally be paid if 
both on IS 

   

     
Social housing, after break-up man moves into rented  
accommodation paying rent of £117.50pw  

 

  209.73 25.5 22.25 
     
Single earners two children    
     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP £ 51.04 pw 255.52 62.57 32.57 
     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP £117.50 pw 255.52 31.61 1.61 
    
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP £117.50 pw    
     
Couple & LP rent  £173.30 pw, NRP £117.50 
pw 

246.25 40.88 10.88 

    
Couple & LP rent  £173.30 pw, NRP £117.50 
pw 

   

    
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 283.19 28.69 -19.31 
     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £51.04 
pw 

290.24 111.60 63.6 

     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw 

290.24 45.14 -2.86 

start here    
     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent £51.04 256.59 145.25 97.25 
     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw 

256.59 78.79 30.79 

     
     
Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 250.72 121.41 50.66 
     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £51.04 
pw 

327.77 157.82 98.67 

     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw 

327.77 91.36 32.21 

     
Couple  £173.30 pw, NRP rent £51.04 pw 269.75 215.84 156.69 
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Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw 

269.75 149.38 90.23 

     
One child aged 2    
     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

259.01 -45.93 -48.93 

     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £106.6 
pw and no child care costs 

272.38 10.41 -8.57 

     
Couple rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

220.31 62.48 49.73 

     
Example 81 : Two earner family on £250, NRP 
£89 pw gross and one child aged 2  

246.75 -7.98 -10.98 

    
Mortgage costs £70 per week: NRP rent 
£117.50 pw child care costs £60 

   

     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and child care costs £60 

260.12 20.83 8.08 

     
Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
and child care costs £60 

216.02 64.93 52.18 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

284.69 -45.61 -45.61 

     
Couple & LP rent £56.6 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
and no child care costs 

298 -8.57 -8.57 

     
Couple rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

229 60.19 50.44 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £60 

272.43 -8.95 -10.11 

     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and child care costs £60 

286 -0.40 -10.11 

     
Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and child care costs £60 

225 60.39 50.44 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

293.14 -19.9 -23.59 

     
Couple rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 :no 
child care costs 

330 0.94 -19.00 

     
Couple & LP rent £139 pw,  NRP pays £117.50 
rent pw and no child care costs 

248 83.31 63.37 

 
 

    

Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 284.25 2.77 -2.23 
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and child care costs £60 
     
Couple  £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and 
child care costs £60 

298 31.58 10.33 

     
     
Couple rent £139 pw, NRP pays £117.50 rent 
and child care costs £60 

215 113.95 92.70 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

363.13 -40.3 -40.3 

     
Couple rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

241 96.88 95.34 

     
Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP pays £117.50 
rent pw and no child care costs 

294 43.61 27.36 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £60 

309.93 0.84 0.64 

     
Couple  £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and 
child care costs £60 

323 10.35 0.64 

     
Couple rent £139 pw, NRP £117.50 pw and 
child care costs £60 

241 92.72 76.27 

     
Example 45: Two earner family on £500 and 
£400 pw gross and one child aged 2  

212.95 -121.14 -121.14 

    
Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP £117.50 rent 
and no child care costs 

   

     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and no child care costs 

631 -121.14 -121.14 

     
Couple rent £139 pw, NRP rent  £117.50 pw 
and  

549 -95.74 -121.14 

     
Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
and child care costs £60 

270.48 30.29 24.14 

     
Couple rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £60 

353.85 59.1 26.31 

     
Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
and child care costs £60 

271.48 141.47 108.68 

     
Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £120 

427.73 -25.66 -25.66 

     
Couple & LP rent £56.63 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and child care costs £120 

511 -25.66 -25.66 

     
Example 53: Two earner family on £500 and 
£400 pw gross and one child aged 2  

429 15.68 -10.97 
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Couple & LP rent £139 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and child care costs £120 

   

Total     
Mean     
Two child families    
     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs NRP rent £103.1 

301.76 -41.23 -46.23 

     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and no child care costs 

320 -31.41 -52.66 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw and no child care costs 

230 100.23 78.98 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £60 

290.98 -4.76 -9.76 

     
Rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and 
child care costs £60 

298 30.37 9.12 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw and child care costs £60 

307.15 69.08 47.83 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs NRP rent £103.1 

327.44 -43.16 -43.31 

     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.5 
pw and no child care costs 

397 -98.25 -98.25 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw and no child care costs 

224 110.55 94.15 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £60 

297.48 12.49 12.49 

     
Rent £62.65 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and 
child care costs £60 

305 28.32 12.49 

     
Example 59: Two earner family on £250 and 
£145 pw gross and two children aged 2 and 4 

262 71.26 52.41 

Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent £117.5 
and child care costs £60 

   

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and no child care costs 

339.26 5.02 -1.07 

     
Rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and no 
child care costs 

346 32.18 -1.07 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw and no child care costs 

276 102.27 68.22 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £60 

327 7.47 -1.07 
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Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and child care costs £60 

334 42.60 6.11 

     
Couple and LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw and child care costs £60 

272 104.72 68.23 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.5 pw 
and no child care costs 

370.53 -2.5 -2.65 

     
rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw and no 
child care costs 

378 5.36 -2.65 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw and no child care costs 

287 95.78 67.67 

     
Mortgage costs £70 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw  
and child care costs £60 

352.68 5.54 2.94 

     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and child care costs £60 

360 21.37 2.94 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw and child care costs £60 

281 100.19 70.29 

     
Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw, no child care costs 

555.13 -83.49 -83.49 

     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and no child care costs 

632 -83.49 -83.49 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw, NRP rent 
£117.50 pw and no child care costs 

522 -23.79 -62.79 

 
 

    

Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £120 

435.13 11.99 11.99 

     
Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £17.50 
rent and child care costs £120 

512 11.99 11.99 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30 pw: NRP pays 
£117.5 rent: child care costs £120 

294.5 87.63 48.63 

     
Mortgage costs £140 pw, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £60 

371.55 53.72 45.18 

     
Couple & LP rent £62.95, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £60 

371.55 88.85 45.18 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30, NRP rent £117.50 
pw and child care costs £60 

285.05 175.35 127.81 

     
Mortgage costs £140, NRP rent £117.50 pw 
and child care costs £120 

307.92 54.18 49.13 
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Couple & LP rent £62.95 pw, NRP rent £117.5 
pw and child care costs £120 

384.97 77.98 49.13 

     
Couple & LP rent £173.30, NRP rent £117.50 
and child care costs £120 

289.75 173.20 129.15 
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